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 XXII.-THE CALUMNY OF APELLES IN THE
 LITERATURE OF THE QIUATTROCENTO1

 I

 In Florence, in the Uffizi Gallery, is the famous paint-
 ing by Botticelli entitled La Calumnia d'Apelle. The
 picture shows several allegorical figures dramatically
 grouped and exquisitely colored against a background of

 classical arcades looking upon a distant sea. The exact
 date of this picture is not known, but Horne,2 the greatest
 authority on the life and works of Botticelli, places it
 about 1494. It is the object of this paper to trace the
 theme of the Calumny of Apelles from its origin in clas-
 sical antiquity to the time of Botticelli, noting particu-
 larly the literary manifestations to which it gave rise in
 Florence in the Quattrocento.

 The very title of Botticelli's painting gives its source
 as Apelles. We know very little about the famous painter I
 who lived about the second half of the fourth century
 before Christ. Since none of his works has survived, we
 can judge of him only through the reports of ancient writ-

 'I wish at the outset to thank heartily my friend and colleague,
 Ernest H. Wilkins, for generously suggesting this study. My thanks
 are also due to Professors H. W. Prescott, A. Noe and Dr. Offner for
 valuable indications, and most of all to my mother for constant help.

 'Herbert Horne, Sandro Botticelli, London, 1908.
 ' For a curious account of the life and work of Apelles, pains-

 takingly gleaned from Pliny, Lucian and others, see Carlo Dati, Vite
 de' Pittori Antichi, in Firenze nella Stamperia della Stella 1667, e di
 nuovo in Napoli per Francesco Ricciardo MDCCXXX, pp. 76 to 148.
 Dati's account is taken also from a translation of Lucian's Dialogue
 On Slander done by G. B. Adriani in his letter to Vasari. See Dati,
 p. 128, Note xx. 'See also J. D. Champlin and C. C. Perkins, Cyclo-
 pedia of Painters and Paintings, which gives for Apelles the exact
 dates, 352-308 B. tC.

 454
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 455

 ers. One of these, indeed one of the most illustrious of

 them, Lucian of Samosata, reports, in his Dialogue On

 Calumny, having actually seen a picture on this subject

 by Apelles. Because no other historians mention this

 picture, some scholars have doubted its existence, and

 accuse Lucian of inventing both the story and the descrip-

 tion. Without undertaking to decide this question, it is

 sufficient for our present purpose to observe that from

 this Dialogue of Lucian, scholars agree, all subsequent
 interpretations of the C'alumny derive.

 Let me first give the legend which was, according to

 Lucian, the occasion for Apelles' picture, and then Lu-

 cian's description of the picture itself.

 It seems that Apelles by his extraordinary skill had in-

 curred the bitter enmity of one of his rivals, Antiphilis,

 who thereupon sought revenge by slanderously accusing

 Apelles of fostering the revolt of Tyre as an accomplice

 of Theodotas, Ptolemy's Governor of Phoenicia. At this

 revelation Ptolemy became so enraged that he was on

 the point of having Apelles immediately put to death,

 and would undoubtedly have done so had not one of the

 friends of Apelles spoken up for the slandered painter,

 proving that Apelles could in no possible way be con-

 nected with such a rebellion. The slanderer was duly

 punished by being sold into slavery; Ptolemy made amends

 for his unjust suspicion and rage, but Apelles, still indig-

 nant at such unfounded and almost fatal injustice, de-

 termined to avenge himself on his stupid monarch by

 painting an allegorical picture setting forth Calumny at

 work on the King, who is represented as having the ears

 of an ass.

 Now this story is apocryphal, as Apelles must have been

 in his grave nearly a hundred years when Theodotus (not
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 456 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 Theodotas) betrayed Ptolemy Philopator (219 B. C.).4
 Just how the story became attached to the painting of
 Apelles is, I believe, unknown, and it would indeed be

 difficult to establish the exact circumstances of the birth

 of this legend more than two thousand years old and so

 obscure. Yet the process by which a plausible story be-

 came legendarily established as the actual source of a

 work of art is very humanly natural, and is found not

 rarely in the lore of the arts. The origin of this legend,
 however, has no immediate bearing on our particular

 study. The important fact is that this legend was taken

 for granted by Lucian, through whose report both the
 legend and a description of Apelles' picture were trans-

 mitted to posterity. Before examining just how this was

 done, let me give Lucian's description of the picture of
 Apelles, which I take from Professor Harmon's transla-

 tion:5

 " On the right of it sits a man with very large ears,

 almost like those of Midas, extending his hand to Slander
 while she is still at some distance from him. Near him,

 on one side, stand two women-Ignorance, I think, and

 Suspicion. On the other side, Slander is coming up, a

 woman beautiful beyond measure, but full of passion and

 excitement, evincing as she does fury and wrath by carry-

 ing in her left hand a blazing torch and with the other

 dragging by the hair a young man who stretches out his

 hands to heaven and calls the gods to witness his inno-

 cence. She is conducted by a pale ugly man who has a

 piercing eye and looks as if he had wasted away in long

 ' Lucian, with an English Translation by A. M. Harmon, London
 and New York, 1913, i, 363, n. 1.

 5Professor Harmon's translation is splendidly accurate. I am
 indebted to Professor Gordon J. Laing for examining it.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 457

 illness; he may be supposed to be Envy. Besides, there

 are two women in attendance on Slander, egging her on,

 tiring her and tricking her out. According to the inter-
 pretation of them given me by the guide to the picture,

 one was Treachery and the other Deceit. They were fol

 lowed by a woman dressed in deep mourning, with black

 clothes all in tatters-Repentance, I think, her name was.

 At all events, she was turning back with tears in her eyes

 and casting a stealthy glance, full of shame, at Truth,

 who was approaching."

 Putting off, momentarily, a careful comparison of this

 description of the picture by Apelles with the interpreta-

 tion of the same subject by Botticelli, let us note at once
 that the similarity between the two treatments is obvious,

 and let us first investigate how the writings of Lucian

 reached the Italy of Botticelli.

 Lucian's works were among the first Greek writings to

 reach Italy in that early part of the Renaissance, so con-

 spicuous for the research work done by the humanists, who

 feverishly sought the hitherto unknown Greek authors,

 translated them, brought them to Italy, and through Italy

 gave them again to the world. One of the foremost of

 these Italian bibliophiles was Guarino Guarini of Verona.

 We can actually say that Guarini very probably was the
 first scholar of the West to discover the Dialogue of Lucian

 On Slander, and certainly the first to translate it into
 Latin and to introduce it into Italy. Indeed, we can even

 go farther and say that it was the work of Guarini's youth,

 and one of his very first translations from the Greek, if

 not the very first.

 In fact, in a letter of the year 1416 to Bartolomeo da

 Montepulciano, Guarini called this work his first attempt:
 " haec ipsa latina feci Calumniam Luciani, brevem sane
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 458 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 opusculum in quo prima posui tyrocinia." Let us note

 also that this " opusculum " was dedicated by Guarini to

 G. Querini, to whom it was sent " a longinqua regione." 7

 We must now glance briefly at the chronology of Guarini's

 life in order to establish approximately the date of his

 translation.

 We know with certainty that he died on the fourth of

 December, 1460.8 From this date scholars have calculat-

 ed the probable date of his birth, which Sabbadini, the

 greatest student of Guarini, places in 1374. Accepting

 this date as very probably correct, the second fact we must

 establish is: When did Guarini go on his scholarly expe-

 dition to Constantinople? F6rster stated that it must

 have been soon after 1395, coming to this conclusion fron

 the fact that Chrysoloras was in Italy about 1394 and that

 Guarini is known to have accompanied Chrysoloras on

 the latter's returu to Constantinople. But Forster's con-

 clusion is erroneous.9 To be sure, Manuel Chrysoloras,'0

 o Richard Forster, Die Verldurnduvng des Apelles in der Renais-

 sance, in Jahrbuch der KEniglich Preussischen Kunstsammlungen,

 VIII, 1887, p. 32, note, 1. Note that Forster obtained much of his
 information from C. Rosmini, Vita e disciplina di Guarino Veronese,

 xi, pp. 130, 133; and from R. Sabbadini, Guarino Veronese e il 8UO

 epistolario, Salerno, 1885, p. 33, n. 329 A. The text of Guarini's let-

 ter was taken from Cod. Vatic. 3155, fol. 48R-50.

 " R. Sabbadini, La Scuola e gli studi di Guarino Guarini Veronese

 (con 44 Documenti), Catania, 1896, p. 125 and note 1 referring to
 Bandini, Catalog. Cod. Lat. iII, p. 646. Let us observe that this

 second volume by Sabbadini on Guarini, which brings so much new
 critical material to the understanding of the Veronese humanist, was

 published nine years after Forster's above-mentioned study.

 8Sabbadini, La Scuola, pp. 1, 2, from which I gather my subse-
 quent data on Guarini.

 9 The same mistake was made by Carbone, and by Rosmini, and is

 due to insufficient data on the life of Chrysoloras, data now perma-

 nently secured by Sabbadini. See both his La Scuola, p. 10, particu-
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 TILE CALUMNY OF APELLES 459

 (not John, his nephew) was sent on a political mission
 to Venice to ask for help against the Turks; he was cer-
 tainly in Venice in February, 1396, and returned to Con-
 stantinople in the summer of 1396, whence he was in-
 vited to come back to Italy to teach Greek in Florence.
 Accepting this invitation Chrysoloras traveled to Flor-
 ence, where he certainly was February 2, 1397. He re-
 mained there three years, leaving on March 10, 1400,
 taught as many more in Pavia, and in 1403 traveled with
 Guarino from Bologna to Venice and thence, in the retinue
 of the Greek emperor, returned to Constantinople. It
 was on this the second return trip of Chrysoloras, not on
 the first, that Guarini accompanied him, remaining in the
 East from 1403 to 1408. It was very probably some time
 during the year 1408 that Guarini returned to Italy, land-
 ing in Venice." It is concerning this trip that a story
 was current to the effect that when Guarini lost one of
 his boxes of Greek manuscripts on the voyage, his hair
 turned absolutely white with grief over night. Unfortu-
 nately this legend, so charmingly typical of humanistic
 enthusiasm, has also been proved apocryphal.'2 However,
 the translation of Lucian's Dialogue On Calumny into
 Latin, of which translation, as we have seen, there re-
 mains a record, was made by Guarini certainly between
 1403 and 1408. Moreover, since this translation was
 made while Guarini was in the East where he discovered

 larly note 3 in which he refers to his article: L'ultimo ventennio
 della vita di Manuele Crisolora, in Giornale Ligustico, xvI, 1890;
 and his Le Scoperte dei codici Latini e Greci nei Secoli XIV e XV,

 Firenze, 1905, especially pp. 43 ff.

 0 For Manuel Chrysoloras see R. Sabbadini, L'ultimo ventennio
 (see note 9).

 11 Sabbadini, La Scuola, p. 12.

 lS Sabbadini, La Scuola, p. 13.

 10
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 460 R UDOLPII ALTROCCHil

 and sent it to his friend, "ex longinqua regione;" and

 since this was one of his very first attempts, and since

 there is documentary proof that Guarini was actually in

 Constantinople both in 1406 13 and 1408, it must have
 been made between 1406 and 1408.

 Let us note here that, very soon after his return from

 the East, Guarini became established in Florence. The

 chair of Greek had been filled, I repeat, by Manuel Chrys-

 oloras from 1397 to 1400. In 1404 the Studio Fiorentino

 had been suppressed on account of war, and was not re-

 established until 1412.14 But already in 1410 Guarini

 had been called to Florence to teach Greek privately, and

 did so until 1413, when he became the official professor
 of Greek in the recently reopened Studio Fiorentino, a

 position that he held until his departure for Venice in

 July, 1414.15 Indeed, we have another detail of interest
 concerning his stay in Florence: that upon his arrival in

 that city in 1410 he deposited his books, as a Florentine

 historian tells us, in the house of Antonio Corbinelli.lS

 These smaller details are mentioned to make clear when

 Guarini, and with him his knowledge of the Greek lan-

 guage and literature, and his translation of ILucian's Dia-

 logue On Calumny, made in Constantinople, became known

 in the scholarly circles of Florence, which was already the

 very center of humanistic fervor.

 13 Ibid., p. 11. 14Ibid., p. 18.

 Ibid., pp. 18, 19.

 1 Sabbadini, Le Scoperte dei Codici Latini e Greci ne' secoli XIV

 e XV, Firenze, Sansoni, 1905, p. 52. Sabbadini obtained this informa-
 tion from Vespasiano da Bisticci's Vite d'iPuomini illustri del Secolo
 XV, II, 230. Da Bisticci (1421-1498), a transcriber and bookseller of

 Florence, is generally considered a very honest chronicler of the

 Florentine humanists. Sabbadini wrote two volumes, each with the
 title as above, one published in 1905 and the other in 1914. In re-

 ferring to them henceforth I shall say: Sabbadini, Le Scoperte, 1905
 or 1914, as the case may be.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 461

 But though 'Guarini was apparently the first man to

 translate and to bring back from the East Lucian's Calunm-
 ny, and therefore the most important of the early human-

 ists in connection with our particular study, he was by
 no means the only humanist who made literary use of

 Lucian's Dialogue. Forster, in his two studies,17 men-

 tioned several others, whom I must now examine in order

 to establish two points; first: which among them by im-

 portation or translation actually helped to diffuse Lucian's
 Dialogue On Calumny; secondly the date at which such

 diffusion began.

 After Guarini, the humanists of the XVth cen-

 tury enumerated by F6rster are: Aurispa, Lapo

 Birago da Castiglionchio, Filelfo, Accolti, Bartolom-

 meo della Fonte, Poggio, Rinuccio da Castiglione,

 Bordo. I will consider each of these very briefly, because

 we must remember that once an important text had become

 known in a circle of fervent scholars such as the one that

 centered around the Studio Fiorentino, it was likely to
 spread in an ever increasing number of copies and ver-

 sions; and secondly because, as we shall see, as the dates

 of the versions subsequent to Guarini's advance toward

 the end of the Quattrocento, they lose in importance in

 relation to our particular quest.

 1. Giovanni Aurispa (?1372-1460) was one of the most

 illustrious and eager bibliophiles of the Quattrocento. He

 collected during his life some seven hundred manuscripts,

 but in his will enumerated only a hundred and thirty-

 17Heretofore I have only mentioned Forster's article on The
 Calumny of Apelles, 1887 (see my note 6), to which I shall refer

 as F3rster, VerlUumdung. The year before he had written Lucian in
 der Renaissance, in Archiv fur Litteraturgeschichte, Leipzig, 1886,

 xiv Band, pp. 337-363, to which I shall refer as F8rster, Lucian.

 See F4rster, Verlliumdung, pp. 31 ff.; and Lucian, p. 356, n. 3.
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 462 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 five, probably because he had sold the others. Among

 these hundred and thirty-five, no Lucian was mentioned.

 However, Aurispa certainly did go to Constantinople for

 the first time between 1405 and 1413,18 that is to say

 about the same time as Guarini, and brought back a few

 codices. In 1421 some of these were still in his posses-

 sion, about ten, of which a list has come down to us, but

 among these no Lucian is mentioned. On his second trip

 to lConstantinople, which took place between 1421 and

 1423, he gathered some three hundred volumes. The list

 of the principal MSS. in this collection is contained in let-

 ters from Aurispa to Traversari and does include Lucian.
 Aurispa translated a few Lucianic Opuscula into Latin,

 and among them two Dialogues; in 1425 the Dialogue

 On the Superiority of the Captains of Antiquity, and,
 about 1432 the Dialogue On Friendship."9 We may

 therefore conclude that Aurispa brought Lucianic texts

 from the East on his second return from Constantinople

 in 1423, that he did translate two of Lucian's Dialogues,

 but not, so far as we can ascertain, the Dialogue On

 Calumny.

 2. Lapo da iCastiglionchio should by no means be con-

 fused, as was apparently done by F6rster, with a certain
 Lapo or Lappo or Lampo (Lampugnino) Birago, nor with

 Lapo da Castiglionchio Senior.20 The latter, who died in

 1391, was one of the very earliest Florentine humanists,

 16 Sabbadini, Le &ooperte, 1905, pp. 46, 47. See also Forster, Ltucian,
 p. 356, n. 1 and 3 and Verlxuhmdung, p. 31, n. 3.

 19 For Aurispa see Sabbadini, Biografia documentata dci Gioi,anni
 Aurispa, Noto, 1890, and for Aurispa's translations from Lucian,
 p. 31, n. 1 and p. 62, n. 1.

 2F. P. Luiso, Studi su 1'epistolario e le tracuzioni di Lapo da
 Caztiglwinchio Juniore, in Studi Italiani di Filologia Glaseica, vii,
 1899, p. 205.
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 TEE, CALUMNY OF APELLES 463

 and a friend of Petrarch, to whom he gave, in 1350, four

 Orations of Cicero and the Institutio Oratoria of Quin-
 tilian.21 This Lapo could not possibly have been ac-
 quainted with Lucian's works, not even had they, as has

 been proved to be untrue, been imported by Guiarini on

 a trip taken to {Constantinople with Chrysoloras' first
 return East in 1397, that is to say, six years after Lapo'3

 death. The grandson, however, of this Lapo is the biblio-
 phile with whom we are concerned. He is Lapo da Cas-

 tiglionchio Junior (1405-1438), who translated several of
 Lucian's writings, and among them the Dialogue On Cal-

 umny. This was done, according to the dates given by
 Forster, possibly before 1435, and according to Luiso, be-
 tween 1436 and 1438, the latter being the year of Lapo;
 Junior's death.22 Luiso in establishing this date also notes

 that this Lucianic opusculum had already been trans-
 lated by Guarini. Lapo achieved, during the last years of

 his life, a remarkable reputation for accuracy and ele-
 gance in translation. This fact, coupled with the growing
 importance in which Lucian was held in the Quattrocento,

 explains the number of manuscript copies of Lapo's trans-

 21Sabbadini, Le Scoperte, 1905, p. 26 and p. 27, n. 22; and Le
 Scoperte, 1914, p. 168. See also P. De Nolhac, P6trarque et l'huma-
 nisme, Paris, 1892, pp. 184, 216, 283.

 nForster, Verldumdung, p. 31, n. 4; Luiso, op. cit., p. 283, n. 1.
 See also G. Pansa, Giovainni Quatrario di Sulmo-ta, Sulmona, 1912,
 pp. 167, n. 3, 178-180. Lapo's life was first written by L. Mehus,

 Lapo da Castiglionchio. Epistola ossia Ragionamento, oolla vita
 del medesimo, Bologna, Coriolani, 1753, then by Colle, Storia scien-
 tifico-letteraria dello Studio di Padova, Padova, 1824-25, vol. iII;
 then by A. Gloria, Monumenti della Universitd di Padova, Venezia,
 1884, vol. I, p. 329, n. 929. The country house of Lapo's family,
 situated in the hills about ten miles east of Florence, is still called
 Castiglionchio, though only one tower of the old villa is left. There
 is still a tradition that Petrarch visited this place in order to obtain
 from Lapo Senior some Latin texts.
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 464 RUTDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 lation. Among these may doubtless be counted the copy
 examined by F'orster himself from the Hamilton-Berlin

 codices.

 3. Francesco Filelfo (1398-1481), the fourth humanist

 who traveled to Constantinople in search of manuscripts,

 went in 1420 and did not return until 1427.23 That he

 brought back Lucian is attested by a letter of his dated

 June 13th, 1428, and addressed to Traversari, in which

 he mentions " aliqui sermones Luciani." 24 We may then
 conclude about Filelfo that though he may have imported,

 among works of Lucian, the Dialogue On Calumny, he
 could not have brought it to Italy before 1427; also that

 there is no evidence of his having made actually a trans-

 lation of the Dialogue in question.

 4. Francesco Accolti, a prominent jurist of Arezzo, was

 born in 1418. F6rster calls attention to Accolti's trans-
 lation of the Calumny, which is attested by four manu-

 scripts.25 Now since, after all, it is the chronology of

 these Lucianic translations that particularly concerns us,
 let us note that Accolti was born at least ten years after

 Guarini had made the first translation of the Calumny,

 and at least eight years after Guarini, by coming to Flor-

 ence, had had the opportunity of making his text known
 in that city. Accolti's translation of Lucian's Calumny,

 then, can hardly have been made before 1435, when the

 author was barely seventeen years old. Indeed we may
 conjecture that it was done very much later, because there

 was actually printed in Niirmberg, probably in 1475, a

 volume of works erroneously attributed to Diogenes the

 Cynic, containing Lucian's Calumny, translated into

 Ps Ffrster, Verldumdung, p. 31; Forster, Lucitan, p. 356, n. 3.
 4 F6rster, Lucian, p. 356, n. 2.

 '" Fdrster, Verldumduzng, pp. 31 and 36, n. 1 and Lucian, p. 356, n. 3.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 465

 Latin by Francesco Accolti.26 Forster was apparently

 unaware of this edition. If we should assume that Ac-

 colti's translation was made for this edition, it might

 plausibly be dated about 1470-1475.

 5. Bartolommeo Della Fonte (1445-1513) is known to

 have translated Lucian's Dialogue On Calumny and to

 have dedicated his work to Ercole Duca di Ferrara.27 As

 the reign of this duke extended from 1471 to 1505, it

 would be difficult indeed to know in what year the trans-

 lation and dedication took place, had not Forster dis-

 covered in the " libro della guardaroba di Ercole I," under

 the date July 26th, 1472, recorded: libreto uno picolo in

 carta bona vulgare in pruosa Scripto e miniato alantiqua

 cum certe figure depinte Sup una de le custodie chiamcdo

 Bertolamio fontio de Calomnia lutiani . . . We may,

 then, without hesitation, date this translation 1472.

 6. Poggio Bracciolini (1380-1459) was the dean and

 the genius of Renaissance book-discoverers. He trav-

 eled much to France, England, Germany and Switzerland,

 but not to the east.28 According to two manuscripts con-

 sulted by Forster there exists a translation by Poggio of
 Lucian's Asinus.29 So far as the Calumny is concerned,

 therefore, we may exclude him from our list. It is diffi-

 cult to give the date of Poggio's Asinus, and for us un-

 necessary. However, Poggio's great book-seeking activity

 6 Catalogue of British Museum, sub Diogenes, The Cynic: Ad
 beatissimii . . . dominit Pium Secundia . . . in Diogenis philosophi
 epistolas frazncisci Aretini prefacio. (With the text, translated into
 Latin by F. Accoltus Aretinus-fol. 16) (Lautiani 5ro de Calumnia
 e greco in latinuz a Francisco Aretino traducta, etc., Fridericus
 Creussner, Nurmberge, (1475?).

 ffF6rster, VerlUumdung, p. 36; Sabbadini, Le Scoperte, 1905, pp.
 150, 151.

 "Sabbadini, Le Sooperte, 1905, pp. 77-84.
 "9 Fwrster, Lucian, p. 356, n. 3.
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 466 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 took him on the first of his four journeys in 1415. In

 1416, on his second tour, he went to explore the collection

 of the monastery of St. Gall in the company of Bartolomeo

 da Montepulciano, the very man to whom, as we have seen,

 Guarini addressed the first translation of the Calumny.

 It is possible, then, that Poggio's work on Lucian may have

 been indirectly suggested by Guariini, through Bartolomeo.

 This, however, is merely conjectural.

 7. Rinuccio da Castiglione of Arezzo certainly did

 travel East and returned with Aurispa in 1423, bringing

 back several volumes. Among these was a Lucian, from

 which he translated certain dialogues, the Charon, for in-

 stance, but not the Calumny.0
 8. The last of the humanists in F6rster's list is Bordo.

 Fbrster gives him as the first editor of Lucian's Dialogi et

 opuscula, which, he says, were first printed by Simone

 Bevilaqua in Venice on the twenty-fifth of August, 1494;

 then by UJldericum Scincenzeler, Milan, 1497; and by

 Johannis Baptista Sessa, Venice, 1500.81 As a matter

 of fact, we have seen that the Calumny had already been

 published in Germany.A2

 To this first list, which we have now exhausted, might

 be added two minor names omitted by Forster. Among

 the manuscripts of Francesco Barbaro which existed in

 the monastery of San Michele at Murano there was a

 Lucian which had been sent to Barbaro by Giovanni Si-

 meonachi, protopope of Candia.3 Let us note that this
 protopope was a teacher and a correspondent of Rinuccio

 da 'Castiglione,84 and that Francesco Barbaro was a pupil

 'I Ft$rster, Lucian, p. 356, n. 3; iSabbadini, Le Scoperte, 1905, p. 49.
 Ill Frster, Verldumdung, p. 31, n. 4.
 32 See my note 26.
 Il Sabbadini, Le Scoperte, 1905, pp. 63, 64.
 " Ibid., p. 66.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 467

 of Guarini in Venice between 1414 and 1418,85 from

 whom he probably acquired both knowledge of Greek and

 eagerness in collecting codices. But there is no actual

 evidence that Barbaro translated the Calumny. The sec-
 ond additional name is that of Francesco Griffolini, who

 actually translated the opusculum On Calumny, and dedi-

 cated it to John Tiptoft, Count of Worcester, about 1460.38

 Recapitulating, then, and leaving aside the various in-

 cunabula which contained Lucian's Calumny, let us make

 a chronological list of those among our humanists who

 actually imported or translated Lucian's Dialogue On

 Calumny. They are:

 1. Guarino Guarini, 1406-1408.

 2. Lapo da Castiglionchio, 1436-1438.

 3. Francesco Accolti, 1435-1475, probably 1470-1475.

 4. Francesco Griffolini, 1460.

 Even from this all too brief examination of the human-

 ists who revived Lucian in the Quattrocento we may draw

 a few conclusions. First we may say that Guarino Guarini
 of Verona seems certainly to have been the first discoverer,

 importer and translator of Lucian's Dialogue On Cal-

 umny,87 and secondly that, owing to the fact that his stay
 in Florence, where he held such an important scholarly

 position, so closely followed his trip to the East, he was ap-

 parently the first humanist to make known in the erudite
 circles of Florence the Lucianic Dialogue in question;

 ' Ibid., pp. 63, 64.

 $ Luiso, op. cit., p. 285, who refers to G. Mancini, Francesco Griffo-
 lini . . ., Firenze, 1890, p. 30 ff. For the humanism of John Tiptoft
 see Lewis Einstein, The Italian Renaissance in England, New York,
 Columbia University Press, 1902.

 n Horne, not having gone deeply into the Lucianic question, does

 not mention the initiative of Guarini. See his p. 257.
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 468 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 thirdly, that, as the humanistic fervor increased in Italy,

 and particularly in Florence, the most prominent of the

 humanists, such bibliophiles as Aurispa, Filelfo, Accolti,

 and Poggio, all took a hand at the diffusion of Lucianic
 lore, some of them being especially attracted to the Calum-

 ny of Apelles, which they again rendered into Latin.38

 By the middle, therefore, of the Quattrocento, Lucian's

 Calumny was fairly well known among Florentine schol-
 ars, and those in touch with Florentine scholarship. Pur-

 posely I make this a rather cautious statement because the
 ramifications of scholarly fervor, the epistolae between

 bibliophiles and the exchanges of books, the translations

 and transcriptions, were so very numerous and complex,

 that it is bafflingly difficult, especially at this distance, to
 follow in such a labyrinth any one item of research. The

 conclusions now reached, however, corroborating the state-
 ments made at the beginning of this study, permit us to

 pass on to the next link in the chain between Apelles and

 Botticelli.

 II

 The man who linked the greatest painter of ancient

 Greece with the greatest painter of the Quattrocento, also

 eerved, in this instance, to link Lucian with Florentine art

 of the Renaissance. I am referring to one of the most

 versatile of the Florentines, Leon Battista Alberti (1404-
 1472), artist, writer, architect, teacher, scientist, human-

 "Two little studies on Lucian should here be mentioned, though
 they do not make any valuable contributions to the subject: N.
 Caccia, Luciano nel 400 in Italia, le rappresentazioni e le figurazioni,
 Firenze, 1907; and, by the same, Note su la fortuna di Luciano nel
 Rinascimento, le iversioni e i dialoghi satirici di Brasmo da Rotter-
 dam e di Ulrico Hutten, Milano, 1914.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 469

 ist, who was the first to give an Italian version of Lucian's

 Calumny. In fact in his Trattato della Pittura, while

 discussing the craftsmanship of composition in painting
 and the intimate relationship between poets and painters,

 he gives as an example a description of the Calumny of

 Apelles, mentioning Lucian as his authority. Alberti

 wrote his treatise first in Latin in 1434, and then made an

 Italian version of it in the subsequent year.39

 Concerning Alberti's version of Lucian's Calumny,

 F'orster made a significant discovery. By a careful com-

 parison of three versions: Guarini's Latin, Alberti's Latin

 and Alberti's Italian translations, and of these three with

 Lucian's original Greek, Fiorster established that Alberti
 certainly had Guarini's translation before him when he

 wrote his book. In fact, Guarini's translation from the
 Greek was not literal, and certain variants of his were re-

 produced almost verbatim by Alberti.40

 Now Alberti's book surely became one of the standard

 texts, indeed the most important, on the technique of paint-
 ing, and, as Horne says,41 " to this allusion of Alberti's

 were due the many attempts which were made in Italy,

 during the latter half of the fifteenth and the earlier part

 of the sixteenth century, to restore from Lucian's descrip-
 tion the lost composition of Apelles." And this opinion is

 shared by Venturi, the most renowned and most reliable

 * This fact was assumed by Janitschek, Alberti's Kunstheorie, in

 Schriften, p. 111, in opposition to Bonucci, and later proved by
 Fi$rster, VerUiumdu4ng, p. 32.

 4?Forster, Verliumdung, p. 33. As Lapo was in correspondence
 with Alberti, and dedicated to him some of his translations, we
 might even conjecture that one of these two humanists may have

 inspired the other to include Lucian in his work.

 "Horne, op. cit., p. 258.
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 470 RUDOLP[I ALTROCCELI

 Italian art critic of today,42 by F6rster43 and by Schulze.44

 The last two go farther and assert that the numerous pic-

 tures of the Calumny of Apelles, though probably suggest-

 ed by Alberti's Tractate, all go back either to Lucian's

 original text or to a translation of it. In other words, such

 was the humanistic eagerness for knowledge and for re-

 search in the lore of antiquity, that even artists, including

 not only painters and sculptors, but designers, metal-
 chiselers, wood-carvers, and later, publishers, were likely

 not to be contented with a quaint legend of Lucian found

 in Alberti's text book on artistic technique, which was

 certainly familiar to them, but would naturally seek the

 sources of his text, and if they could not understand

 Greek, would at least go back to reliable translations into

 Latin. Thus among the artists as well as among the biblio-

 philes the Calumny of Lucian became known, and tempted

 several to reproduce the famous allegory of Apelles. In

 this attempt Botticelli was not the first. For the pictorial

 development of the Calumny I must refer to F6rster,45

 who has meticulously examined miniatures in the Hamil-

 ton manuscripts, a famous drawing by Mantegna, paint-

 ings by Francia Bigio in the Pitti Gallery, and by an un-
 known painter at Nimes, and finally a drawing by Raphael

 now in the Louvre. To Fbrster's list Horne added an

 interesting little item. He found that in the inventory of

 the goods of Lorenzo il Magnifico, taken at the time of his
 death in 1492, are enumerated four stained cloths, one

 42 A. Venturi, Storia dell'Arte Italiana, Milano, Hoepli, 1911,
 VII, p. 629.

 43 Fbrster, VerlUiumdung, pp. 34, 35.
 "Paul Schulze, Lucian in der Literatur und Kunst der Renais-

 sance in Bericht uber das Schuliahr, Ostern, 1905, bis Ostern, 1906,
 Dessau, 1906, p. 11.

 4 Fi5rster, Verldumdung.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 471

 of which was painted " colla storia della Calumnia." 4a

 This story, then, which was resurrected from Greek an-

 tiquity by the initiative of Guarini, and by him intro-
 duced into Florence, became, by being included in Alber-

 ti's Tractate, the property not only of bibliophiles but of

 artists, who, during the second half of the Quattrocento

 gave it expression in several ways, and led up to its final,

 superb expression in the painting by Botticelli, done about

 1494.

 Now concerning Botticelli's interpretation and its

 source, one authority does not hesitate to say about Sandro

 Botticelli :47 " Ce fut son ami Leon Battiste Alberti qui
 lui fit connaitre, par sa transcription du texte de Lucian,

 le tableau perdu d'Apelle, la Calomnie." Of course it is

 inconceivable that Botticelli should not have been thor-

 oughly familiar with Alberti's book. Botticelli was also

 a scholar. He, also, was imbued with the humanistic

 craving for research, and this very picture shows conclu-

 sively that, not satisfied with Alberti's version of Lucian,
 be must have consulted Lucian's original, if not in Greek,

 in a Latin translation. In fact, as Horne notes, Botticelli

 " represents, on the right of the composition, the judge,

 or prince, with ears almost as large as Midas's, stretching

 out his hand towards the figure of Calumny, in accord-

 ance with Lucian's description," but " the allusion to

 Midas and the gesture of the prince have been omitted by

 Alberti." 48 "In designing the group of figures which
 approach the throne, Botticelli, however, would seem to
 have had in mind Alberti's description. Calumny, the
 central figure of the group, is represented as a woman most

 4 Horne, op. citt., p. 258.
 '7Andr6 Michel, Histoire de I'Art, Paris, 1908, III, p. 686 if.
 "8Horne, op. cit., p. 261.
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 472 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 beautiful to look upon, but in countenance callous beyond
 measure through cunning; not as Lucian describes her,
 full of anger and resentment." 49 These details would b)e
 sufficient evidence of Botticelli's knowledge of Lucian,
 tut there is still another proof. If you will observe care-

 fully the setting of the picture, the classical arcades, you
 will find them very minutely ornamented with large sta-
 tues in niches, and with low-reliefs at the foot of the piers,
 at the spring of the arches, and in the arches themselves.
 These purely decorative panels represent a variety of
 scenes which seem to " have been taken indifferently from

 sacred and profane story." 50 They contain such a variety
 of subjects as: Judith and Holofernes, St. George, David
 and Goliath, perhaps even St. Paul, Apollo and Daphne,
 Hercules and Lichas, Mutius Scaevola, and a tale out of
 Boccaccio's Decameron, the famous story of Anastagio
 degli Onesti (Dec. V. 8). This mixture is typical of the
 Florentine Quattrocento, so eagerly absorbed in classical
 mythology, in Christian myth, in local lore. But on the
 pace of the King's throne there is a singularly interesting
 relief of a centaur and his family. The subject of this
 particular group is a very careful attempt to reconstruct
 a painting made in antiquity, lost, and reported by Lu-
 cian as the Calumny of Apelles, namely the painting
 by Zeuxis.`1 A comparison between Lucian's descrip-
 tion and Botticelli's little panel beneath the throne reveals
 the fact that Botticelli followed word for word Lucian's
 (lescription. Botticelli, therefore, knew his Lucian
 directly. And let us remember that in order to consult
 Lucian he may not even have needed to delve into the

 4 Ibid. 5O Ibid.
 "I Lucian, Zeuxi8, Sec. 3; Horne, op. cit., p. 261. For Zeuxis also

 see Carlo Dati (cf. my note 3).
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 473

 manuscript versions and translations of the Greek, be-
 cause a printed edition of Lucian appeared in Florence in

 the year 1494-the very year in which Botticelli is sup-

 posed to have painted his Calumny of Apelles. Moreover,

 let us note that the assumption that Botticelli, in all

 probability, first received the suggestion of the subject

 from Alberti's Tractate, is not overthrown by the fact that

 Botticelli consulted his Lucian. In connection with Al-

 berti, in fact, it is interesting to see that one of the sub-

 jects chosen by Botticelli in an earlier painting, The
 Three Graces (which is part of his famous "Spring"), had

 iiot only been mentioned in Alberti's book, but actually

 recommended as an excellent subject for a painting. This

 subject Alberti himself had taken from Seneca's De Bene-

 ficiis, from which he quoted.52 And finally this was not
 even the first time that Botticelli had sought inspiration

 from Apelles. In fact, his exquisite Birth of Venus is

 supposed to have been suggested directly by the Stanze

 per la Giostra of Politian, who " intended to describe the

 lost painting of Venus Anadyomene, by Apelles." 6 In-

 deed it was very natural that as humanism brought to the

 literary a new worship for the literature of classic an-

 tiquity, it should likewise bring to artists a similar wor-

 ship for the art of classic antiquity. Botticelli's humanism

 often caused him to deviate from sacred subjects to classic

 myth. For at that early period of the Renaissance pro-

 fane subjects were rarely taken by painters for big pic-

 tures. There were special shops devoted entirely to pro-

 fane pictures, which were used for profane uses, such as

 bed-panels, cassoni, birth plates, marriage-salvers, etc.

 Great painters very seldom used these forms as long as

 62 Horne, op. cit., p. 58.
 63Ibid., p. 150.
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 474 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 religious subjects had the greater opportunity of monu-
 mental representation. Thus this profane art became more
 commercial. Botticelli and Piero di Cosimo were excep-

 tional in their use of profane subjects for grand paintings.
 Botticelli's Calumny, though not a very large picture, is
 great in intention, in treatment, in its abundance of im-
 portant detail and in beauty. And also, from the purely
 esthetic, I would almost say temperamental, point of view,
 discounting for a moment the fervor of humanism that
 filled Florence at that time, Botticelli was at heart " re-

 animate Greek," as Ruskin called him, and his works are

 "more nearly in the spirit of Greek art than anything
 which Florentine painting had as yet produced." 54
 Whether Botticelli actually knew Greek is a matter of
 doubt. He certainly used a Greek inscription beneath one

 of his pictures, The Nativity (1500), a fact that does not
 prove his knowledge of the language, particularly as the
 inscription, done in uncial characters, is very obscure.""
 Though Botticelli received only an elementary education,
 beginning very early to work in a painter's shop, his works
 show many other unmistakable sources in the classics, in

 the Latin, for instance, of Lucretius, Livy and Valerius
 Maximus, corroborating the fact that he became in general

 culture a thorough humanist.

 Furthermore, if we study Botticelli's work as a whole,

 we shall observe how fond he was of allegorical treatment.
 This might also account, to some extent, for his selection

 of the Calumny subject, taking his pattern from Apelles,
 who is reported as being the greatest and indeed actually
 the first to express allegory in pictorial art.

 Ibid., p. 147.
 53Ibid., p. 294, which contains a complete discussion of the in-

 scription.
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 Finally, as all artists must, even in giving life to a sub-

 ject of remote antiquity, express the time and the place

 in which they breathe, and the inner mood of their spirit,

 is it not permissible to give a rapid glance at the season

 in which this picture of Botticelli was created, and see if

 the days that surrounded him did not give occasion to such

 a subject, making its pessimistic message opportune? In

 April, 1492, Lorenzo il Magnifico, Botticelli's patron, had

 died. This was a catastrophe for Florence and for Botti-

 celli in particular, in whose career this incident marks l

 definite pause. " Fortune, the adversary of genius," says

 Vasari, " deprived the artists of that time of their best

 hope and support." 56 And, to use Botticelli's own phrase:

 with the death of Lorenzo began " the troubles of Italy," 57
 inasmuch as Lorenzo's successor Piero, the Prince of Flor-

 ence, "was a headstrong, arrogant youth of twenty-one,"

 "cattivo di tutti i vizi," as a contemporary writer de-

 clares.57 At this same time Savonarola's flaming sermons

 were stirring Florentines into sad introspection or fac-

 tional fury, and the armies of France were soon to pounce

 upon Tuscany. At the age of forty-eight Botticelli, al-

 though already famous, saw himself suddenly forsaken by

 princely patronage, saw the whole of Italy entering a
 period that might well seem of fatal disruption, saw his

 own city torn asunder by political and religious strife, and,
 in command of the state, a " headstrong and arrogani

 youth." Is it not plausible that the pessimism of Botti.
 celli's Calumny, which represented the triumph of a wicked

 thing in the presence of an asinine prince on a background

 of classically immortal beauty, was, at least in part, due

 to the circumstances surrounding him at this sombre time?

 'Ibid., p. 183, quoting Vasari's Vite, edition of 1550, I, 495.

 '7Ibid., p. 184.

 1i
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 476 RUDOLPH ALTROOCHI

 Although in his maturity Botticelli did develop an un-

 fortunate mannerism, placing in his figures too much mo-

 tion, too much dramatic emphasis, such treatment in this
 painting is certainly excusable when we consider first the

 superbness of the pictorial result, and secondly the atmos-

 phere of hopelessness, of impending catastrophe, which
 hung over Florence and over Botticelli's life and art. In

 so sensitive an artist, indeed, the threatening times would

 have made a deep impression even had they not directly
 affected his profession and his very subsistence. His spirit

 sought the serener atmosphere of antiquity, and found re-
 sponsive expression in so bitter an ancient tale as the

 Calumny of Apelles.
 And now, having traced the Calumny motive from Lu-

 cian to Botticelli, from humanistic scholarship to human-
 istic painting, we must see whether this same subject did

 not occasion any artistic manifestation in the literature of

 the Quattrocento.

 III

 The only literary fragment in the Quattrocento seems
 to be a short poem by Bernardo Rucellai entitled Trionfo
 delta Calumnia. This poem first appeared in print in

 Anton Francesco Grazzini's Tutti i Trionfi, Carri, Mas-
 cherate o Canti Carnascialeschi andati per Firenze dal

 tempo del Magnifico Lorenzo de'Medici fino alt' anno
 1559, Firenze, Torrentino, 1559. This first edition is

 rare, and, in this country, unfindable. A second edition,

 printed in two volumes, Cosmopoli (probably Lucca),
 1750, with the same title, was made by Neri del Boccia,

 assisted by Rinaldo Bracci. The editor explains, in a
 scholarly introduction, the sources for his additions to and
 numerous corrections of the old text; gives for every poem
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 477

 variants in footnotes, and even adds pictures of many of

 the authors. This edition was reproduced in 1883 by Son-
 zogno, of Milan, and has reappeared in a little volume pub-
 lished in 1919 by the Istituto Editoriale Italiano of Milan,
 with alterations and an all too brief introduction by Mas-
 4imo Bontempelli. In mentioning this book henceforth I
 shall always refer to the standard edition, the second of
 the four, that of 1750 by Boccia. The poem in question
 is in Vol. I, p. 140, and is accompanied by an interesting
 picture of the author, Bernardo Rucellai.

 This printed book of Grazzini had been preceded by
 several collections of pageantic poems. One of Boccia's
 sources, for instance: Canzoni nuove cantate nel Carno-

 vale, composte da piu diversi cautori, Firenze, 1523, pre-
 ceded it by thirty-six years."8 I found at the Biblioteca
 Riccardiana of Florence an extremely rare little volume
 entitled: Carnzone per andare in maschera per carnesciale
 facte da piui persone, without date of publication. On the
 IR. of the initial page is written in the hand of Canonico
 Angelo Maria Bandini, who purchased the book in April,
 1779:5 "Di questa prima rarissima edizione de' Canti
 Carnescialeschi che pare fatta in Firenze colle stampe del
 AMorgiani al tempo del Magco LorzO de' Medici niuno ne
 fa menzione, ed e stata pure ignota al Boccia, autore dell'
 ultima ristampa de' medesimi." Whether this little vol-
 ume was familiar to Grazzini is not known, though it does
 contain poems later included by him. The exact sources
 of Grazzini's book would be interesting, because he often
 took his material from manuscripts now lost and even
 from oral report, but the literary leanness of the majority

 u Grazzini, op. cit., 1779, p. xiv.
 60 A modern note refers to Proctor 6380 (Robert Proctor, An

 Index to the Early Printed Books in the British Jusewm, London,
 1898).
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 of these pageantic poems would hardly justify such a
 lengthy investigation, which, by the way, could only be
 done in Florence.

 But let me now return to the poem of Bernardo Rucel-

 lai, and, first of all, give it in full :60

 TRIONFO DELLA CALUNNIA1

 1 Ciascun gli occhi del corpo, e della mente
 Porga a quel, che per noi se gli dimostra,
 E vedrh spressamente62

 Quel vizio, ch'assai regna all'eta nostra;
 5 E quanto poca gente

 La Verita conosca in questa vita,
 E del suo bel color vada vestita.6'

 D'Asin gli orecohi ha '1 Re, che 'n alto siede,
 Perchb sempre ha l'intender per obietto;

 10 Appresso se gli vede

 Cieca Ignoranza, e 'nsieme van Sospetto:
 Da questi due procede,

 Ch'a chiunque vien, gli occhi, e le man porge,
 E rade volte il ver dal falso scorge.

 15 L'Innocenza per terra b strascinata

 Dalla falsa Calunnia, che vien via,
 D'ardenti faci armata,

 A denotar, che lume al mal ne dia:
 Maga, scinta, e stracciata

 20 L'Invidia % innanzi, che non par, che goda,

 Se non del mal, quant'ella vegga,6' et oda.
 La tarda Penitenza in negro manto"I

 Guarda la Veritk, ch'e nuda, e pura;
 Gli occhi suoi versan pianto,

 eo This poem can also be found in 0. Targioni-Tozzetti, Antologia
 della Poesia Italiaina, Livorno, Giusti, 1909, 11th Edition, p. 349.

 " The following notes on text variants come from the Boccia
 edition.

 62 Chiaramente.
 6s 'he di vario color s'6 travestita, el B. (Codice Bracci, Boccia's

 main MS. source).

 64 qusand'ella il vegga, C. B.

 a ammanto, C. B.
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 25 Ch'ognun se stesso alfin nel ver misura:

 Notate il nostro canto

 Tutti, non pur ciascun, ch'impera, e regge,

 Perch'in questa figura il ver si legge.

 Color, ch'allato alla Calunnia vanno,"

 30 Fede del falso con lor sottil'arte

 Appresso il Re gli fanno,

 La verith celando a parte, a parte.

 L'uno da se 67 O l'Inganno,

 L'altra 6 la Fraude; e cosl tuttatr,

 35 Fanno al Signor parer quel, che non a.

 Two things are obvious, even at a first reading of this

 poem: one is that it deals with our lCalumny motive, and

 the other that it is not a great poem. Indeed, if we were

 merely seeking lyrical excellence, we could immediately

 discard it as hopelessly mediocre. For us, however, it has

 an interest not only because it seems to be the one mani-

 festation in Italian verse of our story in the fifteenth cen-

 tury, but because it brings us into an entirely new field of

 exploration, that of Florentine pageantry.

 In fact, the poems contained in Grazzini's collection, as

 his title makes clear, are the Triumphs, Songs and Chariots

 done in Florence beginning with the time of Lorenzo up

 to 1559. Florence in the Quattrocento, particularly in

 Lorenzo's time (1449-1492), was a wondrously joyous

 city, and one of its most popular forms of entertainment

 was to create magnificent floats, as we should call them

 today, and let them parade through the streets of the city.

 These floats, which go back to the Middle Ages, are con-
 nected with the celebrations of certain feast days, and

 probably showed, in the pious centuries, only groupings of

 biblical significance meant to incite the people to greater

 faith through plastic visions of sacred scenes. Such was,

 as stanno, C. B.

 e7 L'un ch'6 da se, C. B.
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 in brief, the medieval origin of Florentine pageantry.68
 Concerning it I will now merely mention what to our

 study is an essentially important fact, and that is that only
 in Lorenzo il Magnifico's time, and indeed on the original

 and genial suggestion of Lorenzo himself, did the custom

 begin of accompanying these pictorial and statuesque floats

 with explanatory songs.69 Such songs seem to have two
 distinct objects: that of adding, through human singing

 accompanied by instruments, to the beauty of the spec-
 tacle-a development which was especially natural in
 those days of accumulated beauty-making and merry-mak-
 ing; and the second more practical object of explaining,

 through sung words, the significance of the picture repre-

 sented. It was a perfectly natural thing, also, that there

 should be at this time, the better to mirror through civic

 customs the spirit and the tendencies of the age, two main

 kinds of floats: the serious and the merely amusing. The

 serious, which might often have, besides the all-sufficient

 object of beauty, that of instruction, would be likely to

 contain pictures so allegorical or dealing in such detail

 with classical mythology as to require, for street throngs,

 an explanation; the merely amusing floats would have the

 tendency, on the other hand, of amusing through scurrility.
 It is strange that this new invention of Lorenzo found

 its first expression, according to the report of Grazzini

 himself, not in a serious but in one of the humorous poems,

 "8A book on the subject: G. Melillo, Intorno ai Carmi CaLrnascia-
 leschi, Foggia, Zobel, 1920, though announced in the Italia che scrive

 for January, 1921, was unfindable, even in Italy, at the time of this

 writing. As, however, it consists of only 33 pp., it cannot be an

 exhaustive treatment. See A. D'Ancona, Le Origini del Teatro,

 especially Vol. II; and Federico Ravello, Attraverso iI Quattrocento,
 Torino, Derossi, 1904, especially pp. 45 ff.

 " See Boccia's Introduction to the Grazzini Edition, 1779, pp. ix,
 x; and F. Ravello, op. cit., p. 47.
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 THE CALUMNI OF APELLES 481

 though we can state, on the other hand, that the very best

 poem and the only one that should be ranked among the

 high poetic revelations of the Renaissance, is of the serious

 kind, the well-known Triumph of Bacchus and Ariadne,
 also by ILorenzo. The very first pageant poem is supposed

 to be one entitled Canto dei Bericuocolai. A bericuocolo

 was a kind of cooky, popularly sold in the streets; the

 bericuocolai the street venders of such sweets. This poem

 is not witty, but trivial and openly pornographic, in its

 double-entente recipe for cakes. Apparently one or more

 of the actors in the float sang these verses while pretend-

 ing to make or actually making the cakes. The detail prov-

 ing that such poems were actually sung on the float is that

 they very often contain such words as " qui vedete " or

 their equivalent. The singers stood on the float, and either

 spoke about themselves or pointed out the things of inter-

 est, explaining them in song.

 I mention this poem because it is the first, because it

 was done by the best of pageant-poets, and because it is

 typical of a great quantity of such poems, all using a

 well-known trade as an excuse for a pornographic lyric.

 Let us observe that the poems thus treating similar sub-

 jects are, like this first one by Lorenzo, called Canti. Of

 the 336 poems in Grazzini's collection, 305 are Canti, 24

 Trionfi, 2 Canzoni, 3 Carri, 2 Mascherate. The light,

 scurrilous trade-floats are obviously preponderant.

 The triumphs, however, are much more interesting.

 Their subjects are usually taken from classical mythology,

 as in the following: Bacco e Arianna, Dea Minerva, Le
 Furie, Paris ed Elena, Le Tre Parche; or are instructive

 through allegory: Amore e Gelosia, Fama e Gloria, La

 Prudenza, Le quattro scienze mattematiche, In Dispregio

 dell'oro. I will not dwell at this time on the Carri and
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 482 RUDOLPII ALTROCCHI

 ilascherate, because they do not have features sufficiently

 characteristic to make them stand apart from the two main

 divisions of the poems into Canti and Trionfi.70 Indeed,

 I am inclined to consider this terminology somewhat arbi-

 trary, or at least subsequent in date to the composition of

 the early poems. In fact in the extremely old, and the

 first, edition of such poems, the one I found in the Ric-

 cardiana Library, Lorenzo's famous triumph is called La

 canzone del carro di Bacco, and the title of the book uses

 the generic word 'Canzone. Yet Grazzini, in his arrange-

 ment of the poems, obviously changed the titles according

 to his interpretation of the words triumph, canto, etc., an

 interpretation which we may assume to be the common one

 in the middle of the sixteenth century when pageantry in

 Lorenzo's style was an old-established custom.
 Of course the word triumph was the traditional literary

 term for an allegorical poem whose invention goes back to

 the great trio of the fourteenth century. The Triumphs

 of Petrarch, which appear among his last lyrical composi-

 tions, though begun about the middle of his life, were

 really nothing but a lyric pageant. Already in one of his

 earlier poems Petrarch had adopted a similar motive, in

 the canzone Standomi un giorno solo alla finestra.7' His

 meter and manner were in imitation of the Divine Com-

 edy; his subject matter he may have taken directly from

 representations in sculpture of Roman triumphal proces-

 sions, though it is usually considered that he imitated Boc-

 caccio, in whose Amorosa Visione are exactly described in

 , pageant Glory, Wisdom, Love, Riches and Fortune, tri-

 umphant upon a chariot. The conception of the triumph
 of death over all things except glory is also due to the

 70 For a complete treatment of English triumphs see Robert With-
 ington, English Pageantry, Cambridge, 1918-1921.

 7 Guglielmo Volpi, I1 Trecento, Milano, Vallardi (1897-8), p. 78.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 483

 imagination of Boccaccio. In the fifteenth century this

 form of lyrical composition was imitated by several,72 for
 instance by Cola Bonciani, by Cleofe de' Gabrielli, and

 perhaps most successfully of all by Foresi, a notary of
 Florence who, in 1464, wrote in exaltation of the deceased

 Cosimo de' Medici 11 Trionfo della virtu', a poem in twen-
 ty-three chapters, rich in allegory and adulation.

 These brief words will suffice to show how the triumph,

 an established lyric form akin to the vision, was artisti-

 cally acted out at the time of Lorenzo in a pageant with

 musical accompaniment. It is interesting to note that

 even in this manifestation of humanistic life was felt the

 original influence of the two first Italian humanists, Pe-

 trarch and Boccaccio.

 A word now about the authors of these pageantic lyrics.

 We find in the complete list of poems forty-seven writers,
 not including many " unknown and ancient " writers.

 Among these forty-seven are such great names as Lorenzo

 il Magnifico, Jacopo Nardi, Machiavelli, Giambullari,

 Benedetto Varchi; and after such eminent historians,

 Grazzini himself, the author of the "Boccaccesque" Cene,

 and then a mass of names known little or not at all to
 literature, men who were not professionally literary, but

 who became, it appears from the numbers of pageant-

 poems they gave forth, professional pageant-poets. It is

 to be noticed also that among the eleven writers who axe
 responsible for Triumphs there is a goodly majority of

 names literarily prominent, such as Lorenzo, Jacopo Nar-

 di, Bernardo Rucellai, Ludovico Martelli and Gianbattista

 Strozzi. If we remember that out of a total of twenty-

 72 Vittorio Rossi, II Quattrocento, Milano, Vallardi, p. 179; Fran-
 cesco Flamini, La Lirica Toscana del Rinascimento anteriore ai
 tempi del Magnifico, Pisa, Nistri, 1891, pp. 121 ff.
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 484 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 four triumphs, ten are by unknown authors, the remaining

 fourteen show a high standard of authorship, cer-

 tainly superior to that of the Canti. Apparently, the Tri-

 umphs were in content, form and renown of authorship,

 the highest product in pageantic lyricism.

 IV

 Let us now examine Rucellai's Triumph of Calumny,

 and first of all say a few words about the author.

 Bernardo Rucellai 73 was born in 1448 of Giovanni
 Rucellai and Jacopa Strozzi. He was held at baptism by

 Cosimo de' Medici, and married Cosimo's granddaughter
 Nannina, sister of Lorenzo the Magnificent, who was al-

 ways his friend and patron. From early youth Bernardo
 showed remarkable sagacity. His life-work took two main

 directions: politics and letters. In politics he became re-
 markable as a shrewd ambassador, a powerful administra-

 tor, a reformer with Savonarola, a rigid old patriot, ambi-

 tious, presumptuous, unpopular. He soon attained great

 proficiency in historical studies, and his works, written in
 LIatin, became a model of classic style.74

 Concerning the date of his Triumph we have no knowl-

 edge at all. One of his biographers says: " he had barely

 *a Luigi Passerini, Genealogia e Storia della Famniglia Rucellai,
 Firenze, M. Cellini e C., 1861, pp. 122 if.; Guglielmo Pellegrini,

 L'Umanista Bernardo Rucellai e le sue opere storiche, Livorno,

 Giusti, 1920, pp. 1-22; Elogi degli Uomini Illustri Toscani, Lucca,

 1771, Vol. II, pp. clxi if.; G. Marcotti, Un Mercante Fiorentino e la

 sua famiglia nel Secolo XV, Firenze, Barbera, 1881.

 '4 Here are the titles of his books: De auxcilio Typhernatibus ad-

 ferendo, an oration published in London in 1733 as an example of

 perfect Latin, De Bello Pisano historia, De Bello Italico, Bellum

 Aediolanense, De Urbe Roma (his best work), De Magistratibus

 Rornanorum Veterum. But see G. Pellegrini, op. cit., who proves
 that Bernardo's historical writings were the rhetorical exercises

 of a humanist more than the scholarly studies of a historian.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 485

 reached his adolescence when he was sent to Pisa to read
 philosophy. At first he attempted poetic harangue, but

 was not seconded by the muses, and we know only his

 Triumph of Calumny, in five strophes, which really does
 not give a good sample of his genius." ;5 This suggests
 vaguely that Bernardo wrote his poem in his youth. The

 biographer gives neither reason nor authority for this state-

 ment, which, therefore, cannot be taken for granted.
 When I was in Florence I made careful search for

 manuscripts of Bernardo's poem from which I might pos-

 sibly establish the exact text and date, but my search was
 fruitless.76 I did, however, find a manuscript version in

 the Vatican Library and made an accurate transcription

 of it. The volume containing this version is MS. Barb.

 3945,77 and the poem is on pages 239, 240. The volume,
 whose exact title is Poesie di diversi autori, is obviously of

 76 Passerini, op. cit., p. 126.
 ' I6 had the good fortune to enlist the services of Doctor Ferdi-

 iiando Massai, Assistant Librarian of the Biblioteca Mediceo-Lau-

 ienziana of Florence, who had just been appointed to put in order

 the archives of the Rucellai family. He now advises me that no-

 where among the Rucellai papers has he found data about Ber-

 nardo's Triumph, except in one document of the eighteenth century,

 which barely mentions the poem, referring to both the Grazzini col-

 lection and to Crescimbeni's Commentarii all' Istoria della Volgar

 Poesia, Venezia, Basegio, 1730, Vol. IV, Lib. 1, p. 49. Bernardo is

 also mentioned in Vol. I, Lib. II, p. 186, where his Triummph is

 called a madrigal, a form particularly adapted to music.

 I take this opportunity of heartily thanking Dr. Massai for his

 assistance.

 '7For an interesting reference to this MS. see Ferdinando Neri,

 Sulle prime commedie ftorentine in Rivista Teatrale Italiana, XIV,
 1, 18 Maggio 1915, p. 5, n. 2. I make no claim to having exhausted

 all Italian libraries, especially as there are published catalogues of

 only a few. I found no reference to this work in Giuseppe Mazza-

 tinti, Inventari dei Manoscritti delle Biblioteche Italiane, Forli, L.

 Bordandini, 1890-.
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 486 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 the sixteenth century, though it has no date, and is an

 anonymous anthology. Rucellai's composition is here en-

 titled Canzona facta da Piero di Bernardo rucellai p il tri-
 ompho della Calumnia. Apparently a peculiar error in

 the first name of the author occurred, a singularly fortu-

 nate error in that it throws perhaps a little light on the

 date of this Ms. In fact, the name Piero was written over

 a cancellation, which, as usual, is not perfect, and reveals,

 judging by the spacing, a name longer than Piero and one

 which, from the semi-cancelled initial, which looks like a

 G, and the semi-cancelled last letter, which is surely an i,
 must have been Giovanni. The natural conjecture is that

 since the most prominent member of the Rucellai family,

 from a literary point of view, in the sixteenth century was

 Bernardo's son Giovanni, author of the famous Api, the
 scribe who instinctively coupled the name Giovanni with

 Rucellai cannot have done so, presumably, until after Gio-

 vanni became generally famous. Giovanni Rucellai was

 born in 1475 ;78 he wrote in 1523 Le Api, a work which

 was completed in 1524, but not published until 1539. He

 died in 1525. We may then logically place this Ms. cer-

 tainly after 1524, and possibly after 1539. The appear-

 ance, over this poem, of Piero Rucellai's name may be

 caused by a desire to shield his father, by a confusion

 (Piero also wrote verse), or by scribal carelessness. This

 carelessness becomes apparent when we examine the actual

 text of Bernardo's Triumph. Here is my transcription of
 the poem :79

 " A. D'Ancona e 0. Bacci, Manuale delta Letteratura Italiana,
 Firenze, Barbera, 1912. Vol. II, p. 421; Guido Mazzoni, Le Opere
 di Giovanni Rucellai, Bologna, Zanichelli, 1887, Preface.

 "I In editing this transcription I added punctuation, making it
 parallel with that of the Grazzini text, I added apostrophes and ac-
 cents, I resolved obvious abbreviations, leaving in italics the omitted
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 487

 CANZONA FACTA DA PIERO DI BERNARDO RUCELLAI PER
 IL TRIOMPHO DELLA CALUMNIA

 1 Ciascun hochi del corpo, et della mente

 Porga a quel, che per noi vi si di dimostra

 Et vedrA expressamente

 Quel vitio, che assai regnia all'eth nostra;

 5 Et quanta poca gente

 La verita conosca in questa vita,
 Et del suo bel color vadi vestita.

 D'asin horechi ha il re, che in alto siede,

 Perch6 sempre ha l'intender per obiecto;

 10 Apresso se li vede

 Cieca ignoranza, et insiem van sospecto:

 Da questi dua procede,

 Che a chiunque vien,"? li orechi, et le man porge,

 Et rade volte el ver dal f also scorge.

 15 L'innocentia per terra b strascinata

 Dalla fiera calumnia, che vien via,
 D'ardente face armata,

 Ad denotar, ch'el lume del mal dia:

 Magra, scinta, et stracciata

 20 L'invidia a inanzi, che mai par, che goda,
 Se non del mal, quale ella vegga, et oda.

 Coloro, che allato alla Calumnia vanno

 Fede del falso con loro subtile arte

 Apresso al Re li fanno,

 25 La veritk celando ad parte, ad parte
 L'una da se e l'inganno,

 L'altra a la fraude; che cosi tucta tre

 Fanno al Signore parer quel, che non e.

 La tarda, penitentia in negro amanto
 30 Sguarda la veritk, ci'# nuda et pura;

 Gli ochi sua verson pianto,

 Ch'ogniun se stesso alfin col ver misura:
 Notate il nostro canto

 Tucti: ma piti ciascun che impera, et regge

 35 Perch' en questa figura el ver si legge.

 letters, I changed the u to v, wherever necessary, as customary, and
 I separated words scribally attached. I did not change the orthog-
 raphy.

 * This word is uncertain.
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 488 RUDOLPH ALTROCCHI

 Besides several insignificant orthographical details

 (some of which point to a similarity between this text and
 that of Grazzini's first edition) this text presents verbal

 variants and the transposition of stanzas four and five. The

 verbal variants are: 1. 13, orechi for occhi; 1. 16, fiecta for
 falsa; 1. 18, ch'et lume del mal dia for che lume al mal ne

 dia; 1. 19, magra for maga; 1. 20, che mai par for c7hs

 non par; 1. 32, col ver for nel ver; 1. 34, mca piu for non

 pur. Only the last of these variants seems important and
 suggestive. In saying, as the Grazzini text has it:

 Notate il nostro canto

 Tutti, non pur ciascun, ch' impera, e regge.

 Note our song

 All of you, not only you who rule and govern.

 the author meant to address his allegory to everybody.
 But in saying, as the Vatican text has it:

 Notate il nostro canto

 Tucti: ma pit ciascun, che impera, et regge.

 Note our song

 All: but most of all you who rule and govern.

 the author addresses himself especially and directly to a
 ruler. ILet us note also that the transposition, possibly

 accidental, by which the fourth stanza becomes the fifth,
 puts this very significantly changed line at the end of the

 poem, driving its conclusion with that last line: " For in

 this figure one reads the truth."
 In short, upon comparing Rucellai's poem, both in the

 Grazzini and in the Vatican MS. version, with a literal

 translation of Lucian, Guarini's version, and Alberti's two
 versions, one finds no evidence that Rucellai was particu-
 larly subservient to any previous version. Only three de-

 tails need to be noted: first, that the transposition of the
 last two stanzas in the Vatican MS. follows more truly the
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 489

 Lucianic order than the Grazzini editions; secondly, that

 Bernardo's wording indicates that his source very prob-

 ably was Lucian directly, not through Alberti 81 (which

 would tally with Bernardo's humanism); thirdly, that the

 Livore of the Latin texts-the male figure, rough and shab-

 by, which precedes Calumny-becomes, with Rucellai, a

 female, a change possibly accounted for by the fact that

 the word changes in his text from livore to invidia, and

 that it might have seemed inappropriate to have a manl

 designate a verbally feminine quality. In Botticelli this

 figure is masculine, in accordance with the Latin ver-

 sions.82

 But these comparisons are rendered somewhat barren by

 the fact that Rucellai's poem, so sparing in description, is

 so abundant in personal allusions and additions. It is

 not merely a versified form of the calumny motive; it is

 a poem of animosity and indictment. Who, then, was the

 prince with ass's ears, and what significance is there in

 Bernardo's representation of Calumny?

 A glance at Florentine history may answer these ques-

 tions, and give us light on the date of the poem.

 When, at the death of Lorenzo the Magnificent (April

 8th, 1492), Piero de' Medici was offered the rulership of
 Florence, two counsellors were assigned to him: Bernardo

 Rucellai and Paolo Antonio Soderini. Very soon some

 shrewder Florentines (Piero Dovizi da Bibbiena, Agnolo
 Niccolini and perhaps Valori), began to undermine the

 authoritative position of the two counsellors, and made
 Piero suspect that Bernardo and Soderini had the secret

 " Ferdinando Neri, op. cit., loc. cit., affirms that Bernardo's de-

 scription derives certainly from Lucian and not from Al4berti.
 82 Lapo da Castiglionchio says, in his version: " hunc invidiam

 esse coniectare licet," echoing Lucian's doubt. See F. Neri, ibid.,
 who quotes Lapo from Ms. Laur. plut. LXXXIX inf. 13, c. 114 a.
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 intention of depriving him of his rulership. Piero allowed

 himself to be convinced by these slanderous insinuations,

 and unjustly dismissed Bernardo and Soderini. Only

 later, in 1493, did he condescend to their holding a state

 office, and only one which had practically no impor-

 tance.83 The hatred of Bernardo for Piero de' Medici

 rose to such a pitch that the former had to send his two

 sons, one to Rome and one to France, lest they should

 wreak their revenge on the prince.

 In this historical episode we have ample justification for

 the expression, in a poem, of personal animosity against

 the prince. Bernardo had been, in his high position and

 dignity, a victim of slander poured by jealous rivals into

 the asinine ears of the ruler.

 If this be true, the poem must logically have been writ-

 ten between April, 1492, and some time in 1493, and

 neither in Bernardo's youth, as was suggested by Passe-

 rini 84 nor between 1487 and 1492, as stated by Pelle-

 grini.85 The poem, then, would slightly antedate Botti-

 celli's picture, which, as we have seen, Horne placed about
 1494,86 and might be related to it, at least in the sense that

 both the poem and the picture expressed the personal re-

 sentment of the authors against the unjust misrule of

 Piero.

 83 G. Pellegrini, op. cit., p. 12; Francesco Guicciardini, Opere
 Inedite, Vol. III, pp. 95-97 and Storie Fiorentine, X.

 84 op. cit., p. 123.
 op. cit., p. 9.

 " Colonel G. F. Young, in The Medici, New York, E. P. Dutton &
 Co., 1913, pp. 357, 358, pointed out the probable political allegory
 of Botticelli's picture, but, assuming 1498 or 1499 as the date of

 the painting, he saw in the prince the symbol of the state, and in
 the victim of slander the symbol of Savonarola, who was martyred
 exactly in 1498.
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 THE CALUMNY OF APELLES 491

 Perhaps Botticelli's attack was even more pointed, be-

 cause the prince in the Calumny of Apelles somewhat re-

 sembles Botticelli's portrait of a Man with a Medal,-a

 picture that is still supposed by some critics to represent

 Piero de' Medici. It is also stated that Botticelli's Cal-

 umny, which was painted for his friend Antonio Segni,

 was not allowed to be seen until after Botticelli's death.87

 This story, if true, would tend to confirm the identifica-
 tion of the prince, and the relationship of Botticelli's alle-

 gory with Bernardo's Triumph.

 In a larger sense, what a vitality of human truth there

 is in this allegory! Born in the fancy of Apelles in remote

 antiquity, linked in legend with the painter's very ex-

 perience, transmitted to the modern world through Lu-

 cian's casual description, through the painstaking voyages

 and translations of Guarini and of his brother humanists,

 then through Alberti's Tractate on painting, it gave rise

 in the height of the Renaissance to one of Botticelli's glori-

 ous paintings, and while relating itself to the merry

 beauty of Florentine pageantry, hid the bitter history of

 Lorenzo's unworthy successor, the prince with ears like

 those of Midas.

 RUDOLPE ALTROCCHL

 8"Ibid., p. 358. iColonel Young gives no authority for this report.
 See his discussion of the portrait, Vol. I, Appendix IX, and cf.
 Horne, op. cit., pp. 27, 28, and T. De Marinis, Un ritratto di Piero
 de'Medici . . ., in Dedalo for June, 1921.

 12
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